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Foreword

It is a distinct pleasure for Artemis Art to present Hypertext Requiem, a solo showing by emerging Indonesian
abstract artist, Dedy Sufriadi. This showcase is an important milestone in our continuing journey with the artist,
which began back in 2012.
We have had the privilege to know Dedy for over a decade now, and have exhibited his works across Asia since
2014, both in art fairs and in collaborative exhibitions we have been a part of over the years.
Using text as a key visual element, Dedy Sufriadi has been producing the Hypertext series of paintings since the
mid-2000s. It is, in our opinion, his most important body of work and therefore apt to be given specific focus for
our participation in this year’s edition of Art Fair Philippines.
Artemis Art takes this opportunity to express our heartfelt thanks to Dedy Sufriadi for putting his trust in us, and
for being a very important part of our young history as a gallery. It would not be an exaggeration to say that we
would not be where we are today if it were not for this very talented artist.
But more than a talented artist, the intellectual depth of his art is testament to the fact that Dedy Sufriadi is a
thinking artist, and one who continuously strives to seek new angles, ideas, and insights to incorporate into his
works.
It is our hope that Hypertext Requiem can provide our audience a good insight into the creative and thinking
process of this emerging artist. Working with Dedy over the last several years has been nothing short of joyful. It
is also our hope that we are able to impart and share some of that joy with you through this small survey of Dedy
Sufriadi’s Hypertext artworks.

UC Loh & S. Jamal Al-Idrus
Artemis Art
February 2019
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Dedy Sufriadi - an artist navigating
between intelligence and intuition
Originally from Palembang in Southern Sumatra, Dedy Sufriadi has been seriously painting since age 15, while still
in Senior High School for The Arts (SMSR). From there, he went on to study at the prestigious Indonesian Institute
of the Arts (Institut Seni Indonesia) in Yogyakarta, better known by its Indonesian acronym, ISI, where he majored
in painting. In 2013, he obtained his Masters degree from the same institution.
Dedy is an avid reader, seriously consuming books ever since he began his tertiary education in 1995. Although
his range of interests is fairly wide, one specific area Dedy is particularly well read in is existential philosophy, a
subject that has strongly informed his artistic practice, and one that he studied for around a decade. Among the
many books he has read over the years include the existential heavyweights such as Friedrich Nietzsche, Jean
Paul Sartre, Søren Kierkegaard, Martin Heidegger, and Albert Camus, to name a few.
For Dedy Sufriadi, the process of artistic discovery is not something accidental but conscious and deliberate,
premised on a deep appreciation for the process itself. Through his many years of hard work, he has made many
discoveries, whether technique or non-technique related, conceptual or even philosophical. For him, painting is
intellectual creative work.
Earlier in his career, Dedy would hold himself responsible for every element he put onto the canvas, logically
justifying their being there. At the time, he felt logic was all-important, a measure of “absolute truth” in his work,
based on an accepted notion that an academic artist must create logically, as that is what differentiates a learned
artist from one more pedestrian.
As an abstract painter, however, Dedy began to wonder whether it would be possible to incorporate intuition
into his practice, working in tandem with intelligent sense (logic). It was somewhat of an existential crisis in his
career – was logic a more important consideration compared to intuition, or could intuition completely take over?
Questions like these plagued him during the early days of his practice as an abstract artist.
He eventually came to the conclusion that both logical intelligence and intuitive/spiritual intelligence were
important elements for an abstract artist to produce interesting work. Dedy felt that intuition was able to provide
a level of purity that logical intelligence could not, and because abstract art was a wide-open territory, intuitive
intelligence could serve as a better guide for him to navigate through it.
This philosophical discovery was profound. He finally found a way to resolve the questions of “ideas” and “narrative”
that for the past several years had become a burden to his practice. Dedy is of the opinion there is no taboo in
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painting without a fixed idea, and with a blank mind. For him, the challenge presented by abstract painting was
not what to paint, but rather what to fashion using the materials available to him at any given time.
This is not to say that Dedy has completely abandoned logical intelligence. He has produced some interesting and
surprising visual imageries since embarking on this path, treading between the realms of intuition and intelligence,
both worlds melding into one at certain junctures. He is guided by his intuition, allowed to roam free, but logic
steps in when needed to become useful as a temperament.
The fluid confluence of objects, artistic brushstrokes, line elements, and overlapping text, is testament that Dedy
has developed the ability to marry these two elements – intuition and logic – to work in tandem, and in harmony.
Coalescing elements of irony, criticism, and self-criticism, Dedy has created an aesthetic ideology administered
through intellectual intelligence and intuition.
Peering at the emotive expressionist imagery discerned visually from his artworks, one cannot help but feel a
deep sense of the philosophical emerge through the apparent but deliberate chaos of naïve figurations, alphabets
and numbers, intertwined and overlapping. Dedy’s works draw us in, visually engaging the viewer in silent dialog,
facilitated through what is seen, but articulated through our emotional senses and sentient thought.

Artemis Art
February 2019
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From text to Hypertext
evolution of text usage in the artworks of Dedy Sufriadi
Since very early on in Dedy Sufriadi’s career, text has been an important element in his artworks. For Dedy, text is ubiquitous
in our every day lives, and is something that we are immersed in, often without even realizing it.
Besides what we read – books, newspapers, magazines, or the Internet – text is everywhere, and we are exposed to text
virtually every waking moment of the day. Be it advertisements we see on billboards and in shopping malls, road signs,
shop signages, etc., we are constantly bombarded with text, and it remains the primary vehicle for the dissemination of
information..
During what the artist calls his “Existentialist Period” (from around 1998 to 2004), text was used in Dedy Sufriadi’s artworks
as complementary elements that
would help explain the work, or
add context to what was visually
discerned.
Another characteristic of text used
in Dedy’s works at the time was
legibility and readability. Because
the text functioned as notes or
contextual explanations, viewers
could easily read what was written
with ease.
This is true even in the “pure text”
artworks, the pre-cursor to the
Hypertext series of artworks, often
whole excerpts taken out of books
on philosophy, or other interesting
materials Dedy had come across
and read.
Text used in this manner was
certainly not something new
to visual art, nor was it alien to
Indonesian art, as evidenced by
the incorporation of text in artworks
by Affandi and Sudjojono, two
important old masters of Indonesian
modern art.

Dedy Sufriadi, Batman, 70 x 80 cm, Oil on Canvas, 1999

The use of text in this early part of Dedy’s career articulated his many personal experiences, reflections, and daily
observations. Very often, too, text transcribed from books and other materials Dedy happen to be reading at the time would
make their way into his art. Similar to how text helped with the narrative in comic or picture books, Dedy regarded text as
devices to overcome what he called “issues in visual understanding”.
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There came a point, however, when Dedy began to question the purpose and role of text in his artworks. Specifically, he
pondered whether his use of text contributed to an expansion of “knowledge” and “experience” for the viewers, or if the text
merely acted as static modifiers to aid in the understanding of his visual aesthetics.
This introspection eventually led to a philosophical evaluation process, the end result being Dedy’s development of the

Dedy Sufriadi, Story of Broken Texts, 150 x 240cm, Oil on Canvas, 2008
(Story of Broken Texts is one of the earliest Hypertext works created by Dedy Sufriadi. In addition to being a significant work in the series, this painting was the Grand
Prize winner for the 20 Mei Yogyakarta Art Competition in 2008)

Hypertext body of work, an aesthetic construct based on text that allowed the viewer to utilize an artwork’s text-based visual
cues to instigate further thought rumination beyond the canvas. Text began to be applied in a multi-layered fashion, making
some text legible, but much of it obscured, either painted over with colors and textures, or covered by other bits of text. Text
became more an element of design, like how colors, lines and strokes are in a painting.
The term “Hypertext” is borrowed from the world of Information Technology, referring to dynamically linked text, icons or
other media, helping users navigate the rich repository of information and knowledge that is the Internet. Each click would
take a user to another location, where there could exist other dynamically linked text and objects. This non-sequential linking
of information is the aesthetic basis of Dedy’s newfound purpose for text in his artworks.
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Multilayering of text with other design elements, with text often applied using various methods and in different mediums
within one artwork, the Hypertext artworks allowed Dedy to embed information within his artworks that acted as catalysts for
the viewer to develop their own ideas and inspirations from what could be discerned from the canvas. The viewer, therefore,
no longer remains merely a consumer of static visual information. No longer does the viewer only act as a reader of text, but
becomes an author of new ideas and insights as well, inspired by what is presented to them.
In Hypertext Requiem, a few of the many visual style sets that make up the Hypertext series of works have been selected,
providing a brief and compact survey of artworks Dedy Sufriadi has produced within this series in the last few years.
Included are works from both the Pure Text and Text and Figures style sets, providing us with a concise survey of the
Hypertext series of works from the past three years.
The Hypertext series of works is only a part of Dedy Sufriadi’s wide repertoire but one we thought was important to showcase,
due to the major role text plays in his art, which also appears in his other more intuition-driven abstract artworks.

Dedy Sufriadi, Dalai Lama Quotes, 200 x 200

Dedy Sufriadi, Redemption Song, 150 x 150 cm, Mixed Media on Canvas, 2017

(one of the visual style examples of the Pure Text va

(this is an example of the Text and Figures visual style set within the Hypertext series)
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0 cm, Acrylic and Marker on Canvas, 2017

ariant)

Hypertext Visual Style Variants

Dedy Sufriadi, Lorem Ipsum Series - MASK AND TRAGEDY #4
150 x 150 cm, Acrylic, Marker, Oilstick, Spray Paint & Pencil on Canvas, 2017
(another example of the Text and Figures variant, this work was exhibited at Art Fair Philippines 2018)
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Exhibited Artworks
HYPERTEXT REQUIEM brings together recent artworks from the past three years, selected from the many visual style
variants the Hypertext series contains. Examples from both the Pure Text and the Text and Figures style categories have
been included, to provide a concise yet complete survey of Dedy’s important series.

Dedy Sufriadi, Peace for Us and Universe, 150 x 150 cm, Acrylic, Marker, Oil and Oil Stick on Canvas, 2017
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Dedy Sufriadi, Re-Hypertext: Lorem Ipsum, 150 x 150 cm, Acrylic, Marker, Oil Stick, and Pencil on Canvas, 2018
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Dedy Sufriadi, Hypertext: Senjakala, Berhala dan Anti-Tesis #3 (Hypertext: Twilight, Idols and Anti-Thesis #3)
150 x 150 cm, Acrylic and Marker on Canvas, 2017
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Created specifically for HYPERTEXT REQUIEM these aluminium based artworks give the Pure Text another variant, going beyond the
usual canvas, and exploring new mediums onto which text and texture coexist.
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Extracted from Dedy Sufriadi’s Master’s thesis (written in Bahasa Indonesia),
this excerpt of text provides an explanation about text usage in his
artworks. In much of his Hypertext artworks, it’s difficult to find an isolated
portion of text that isn’t intersected with other portions of text. Text need
not only talk about the artwork, but is transformed to become an element
of design, similar to other elements, such as color, lines, and brushstrokes.
Hypertext: Isn’t Art? provides contextual relevance for the other five Dalai
Lama quote-based aluminium artworks installed to resemble a virtual set.

Dedy Sufriadi, Hypertext: Isn’t Art?, 99 x 99 cm, Acrylic on Acid Washed Aluminium Sheet, 2019
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“

Given the scale of life in the cosmos, one human life is no more than a tiny blip.
Each one of us is a just visitor to this planet, a guest, who will only stay for a
limited time. What greater folly could there be than to spend this short time
alone, unhappy or in conflict with our companions? Far better, surely, to use our
short time here in living a meaningful life, enriched by our sense of connection
with others and being of service to them.					
Dalai Lama XIV

Dedy Sufriadi, Dalai Lama Series: A Life More Meaningful, 100 x 100 cm, Acrylic on Acid Washed Aluminium Sheet, 2019
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“

Love and compassion are necessities, not luxuries. Without them, humanity
cannot survive.						
Dalai Lama XIV

Dedy Sufriadi, Dalai Lama Series: Necessity Not Luxury, 100 x 100 cm, Acrylic on Acid Washed Aluminium Sheet, 2019
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“

This is my simple religion. No need for temples. No need for complicated
philosophy. Your own mind, your own heart is the temple. Your philosophy is
simple kindness.					
Dalai Lama XIV

Dedy Sufriadi, Dalai Lama Series: Simple Kindness, 100 x 100 cm, Acrylic on Acid Washed Aluminium Sheet, 2019
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“

I believe compassion to be one of the few things we can practice that will bring
immediate and long-term happiness to our lives. I’m not talking about the
short-term gratification of pleasures like sex, drugs or gambling (though I’m not
knocking them), but something that will bring true and lasting happiness. The
kind that sticks.
Dalai Lama XIV

Dedy Sufriadi, Dalai Lama Series: A Life More Meaningful,
100 x 100 cm, Acrylic on Acid Washed Aluminium Sheet, 2019
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“

Remember that the best relationship is one in which your love for each other
exceeds your need for each other.
Dalai Lama XIV

Dedy Sufriadi, Dalai Lama Series: A Life More Meaningful,
100 x 100 cm, Acrylic on Acid Washed Aluminium Sheet, 2019
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Dedy Sufriadi, Angry Birds, Mask and New Identity, 100 x 100 cm, Acrylic, Marker, Oil and Oil Stick on Canvas, 2016
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Dedy Sufriadi, Lets Playing with Sisyphus #2, 150 x150 cm, Acrylic, Marker, Oil Stick & Pencil on Canvas, 2019
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Dedy Sufriadi, Lets Playing with Sisyphus #3, 150 x150 cm, Acrylic, Marker, Oil Stick & Pencil on Canvas, 2019
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Dedy Sufriadi, Lets Playing with Sisyphus #4, 150 x150 cm, Acrylic, Marker, Oil Stick & Pencil on Canvas, 2019
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Dedy Sufriadi, Ars Longa Vita Brevis #2, 195 x195 cm, Acrylic, Marker and Oil Stick on Canvas, 2016
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Booth Installation Views
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Artist’s CV

Dedy Sufriadi
b. 1976 in Palembang, Indonesia
Bachelor of Fine Art, Institut Seni Indonesia (ISI), Yogyakarta
Masters of Fine Art, Institut Seni Indonesia (ISI), Yogyakarta

Awards (Selected)
2018
2015
2012

2009

2000
1999

Finalist, UOB Art Award 2018
Finalist, UOB Art Award 2015

Young Art Award (First Prize), Young Art Taipei 2015, Taipei, Taiwan
Finalist, UOB Art Award 2012

Finalist, Tujuh Bintang Art Award 2009

Finalist, Philip Morris Indonesia Art Award
Finalist, Nokia Art Award

Solo Exhibitions
2019

HYPERTEXT REQUIEM, Art Fair Philippines 2019, The Link, Ayala Center, Makati, Philippines (with Artemis Art)

2018

Tabula Rasa (mini solo, Peaceful Seeker #2 project), Bale Banjar, Sankring Art Space, Yogyakarta, Indonesia

2017

Memorandum, Redsea Gallery, Singapore

2016

Re-Texs Ture, Nalarroepa Ruang Seni, Yogyakarta, Indonesia

2015

Borderless Series, Bank Art Fair 2015, Pan Pacific Hotel, Singapore

2014

Hypertext, Artemis Art/interpr8 art space, Publika, Kuala Lumpur, Malaysia

2013

Between Intelligence and Intuition, Ode To Art, Singapore

2013

Hypertext, Galeri Biasa, Yogyakarta, Indonesia

2012

The World Of Words, Philo Art Space, Jakarta, Indonesia

2011

The Body Of Text, Shyang Art Space, Magelang, Indonesia

2010

Hypertext Discrepancy, Philo Art Space, Jakarta, Indonesia

2009

Hypertext, Tembi Contemporary, Yogyakarta, Indonesia

2007

Re-READING, Melia Purosani Hotel, Yogyakarta, Indonesia

2007

UN-Logical, Jamaican Bar, Yogyakarta, Indonesia

2003

EKSISTENSIALISME, Fine Art Faculty, Institut Seni, Indonesia (ISI), Yogyakarta, Indonesia
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Group Exhibitions (selected, past 5 years)
2019

2018

Satu Arah Untuk Satu Indonesia Maju, Pullman Hotel, Jakarta, Indonesia
and the award goes to…, Artemis Art, Publika, Kuala Lumpur, Malaysia

Kama Bang, Kama Petak, MJK Community Group Exhibition, Bentara Budaya Bali, Bali, Indonesia

Celebrating The Future, ABBC Building, Nusa Dua, Bali, Indonesia

Shanghai Young Art Fair 2018, Shanghai World Trade Center Exhibition Hall, Shanghai, China

Shanghai Art Fair, Shanghai World Expo Exhibition & Convention Center, Shanghai, China (with Artemis Art)

Here Now (Nock Art Foundation Residency 2-man show with Indra Dodi), Defiance Gallery at Mary Place, Paddington, Sydney,
Australia
Sintesis, MJK Community Group Exhibition, Breeze Art Space, Tangerang, Indonesia

Art Jakarta 2018, Ritz-Carlton Jakarta Pacific Place, Jakarta, Indonesia (with Artemis Art)
Peaceful Seeker # 1, Tony Raka Gallery, Ubud, Bali, Indonesia

Residency Open Studio, Giverny Art, Queenstown, New Zealand

Abstract Party, Limanjawi Art House, Magelang, Indonesia
2017

Art Fair Philippines 2018, The Link, Ayala Center, Makati, Philippines (with Artemis Art)
Tulang Rusuk, MJK Community Group Exhibition, Bentara Budaya, Jakarta, Indonesia
de facto, ARTDOOR Space, Taipei, Taiwan (co-organized by Artemis Art)

Art Jakarta 2017, Ritz-Carlton Jakarta Pacific Place, Jakarta, Indonesia (with Artemis Art)
ARTJOG 10 – Changing Perspective, Jogja National Museum, Yogyakarta, Indonesia
Yogya Annual Art #2 – Bergerak, Bale Banjar Sankring, Yogyakarta, Indonesia

Art Central Hong Kong 2017, Central Harbourfront, Hong Kong (with Artemis Art)

Yes We Are, Nalarroepa Ruang Seni, Yogyakarta, Indonesia

We Are 5, Artemis Art @ White Box, MAP@Publika, Kuala Lumpur, Malaysia
2016

Singapore Contemporary 2017, Suntec Singapore Convention & Exhibition Centre, Singapore (with Artemis Art)

UOB Painting of the Year 2016, Ciputra Gallery, Ciputra Artpreneur, Jakarta, Indonesia

Bazaar Art Jakarta 2016, Ritz-Carlton Jakarta Pacific Place, Jakarta, Indonesia (with Artemis Art)
Lorem Ipsum: Sisyphus and The Stone, Sangkring Art Project, Yogyakarta, Indonesia
Sapiens Free, OHD Museum, Magelang

2015

Singapore Contemporary 2016, Suntec Singapore Convention & Exhibition Centre, Singapore (with Artemis Art)

Veranda Contemporary Exhibition (two-man show with Anusapati), V-Gallery, Veranda Hotel, Jakarta

Art Kaohsiung 2015, Pier 2 Art Center, Kaohsiung, Taiwan (with Artemis Art)

Liminal Consciousness, Affinity for Art, Hong Kong

Keajaiban Kecil, Nalarroepa Ruang Seni, Yogyakarta
UOB Art Awards, Plaza UOB, Jakarta

CAFFA 2015 Art Project, White Box, Publika, Kuala Lumpur (with Artemis Art)
Out Of Focus, (MJK art community), Srisasanti Gallery, Yogyakarta

YOS (Yogyakarta Open Studio), Nalarroepa Ruang Seni & artist’s Studio, Yogyakarta
2014

Young Art Taipei 2015, Sheraton Grande, Taipei, Taiwan (with Artemis Art)

Nandur Srawung, Taman Budaya, Yogyakarta

Singapore Art Fair, Suntec Singapore Convention & Exhibition Centre (with Artemis Art)
Fitur & Figur, Taman Budaya, Yogyakarta

ARTJOG|14 – Legacies of Power, Taman Budaya, Yogyakarta

Untukmu Guru, Museum H. Widyatat, Magelang

Dedy Sufriadi has participated in over 100 group exhibitions since 1996
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